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Maximum power point trackers are in charge of absorbing the maximum potential power from the photovoltaic
panels. Thus, this makes the maximum power point trackers the fundamental parts of the photovoltaic panel
systems. The conventional maximum power point tracker algorithms are working well under balanced insolation
conditions, however when the partial shade condition occurs, those algorithms are trapped at the local maxima.
Hence, under partial shade conditions, the need for a global maximum power point tracking algorithm arises.
Particle swarm optimization is a preferential algorithm of maximum power point trackers in literature, especially
in partial shade conditions. This paper is focused on improving the existing particle swarm optimization algorithm
for maximum power point trackers. The proposed advanced particle swarm optimization algorithm aims to catch the
global maximum power point much faster, accurately and to reduce the chatter in the power curve. The proposed
method accelerates the global maximum tracking time with gridding the initial search area. The effectiveness of
the proposed method is demonstrated with simulation results and these results are compared with a conventional
particle swarm optimization method under step changes in irradiance and partial shade conditions of an array of
photovoltaic panels.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, the dramatic decrease in the amount
of fossil fuels and the great demand of energy, have unco-
vered the significance of the renewable energy utilization
on Earth. Researchers have started to investigate how to
set-up high efficiency renewable energy systems with low
cost [1, 2]. At today’s level of technology, photovoltaic
(PV) systems still have low energy conversion efficiency
rates and high costs, even though they have unlimited
solar power source [3, 4].

Maximum power point trackers (MPPT) are some of
the key parts of the PV systems, aimed to increase the
efficiency of the systems [5]. Besides extracting the max-
imum power, generated by the PV modules, the crucial
task of the MPPTs is to detect the maximum power point
accurately, while the atmospheric conditions are chan-
ging [6].

Conventional single-stage tracking algorithms, that are
generally based on “hill climbing”, technique, like perturb
and observe, incremental conductance, short circuit cur-
rent etc., are implemented in several studies [7–9], howe-
ver these algorithms are ineffective under partial shade
conditions (PSC). The reason behind this is that when
the PSC occurs, PV modules receive varying insolation,
due to a chimney on the roof, or clouds, passing in front
of the Sun, more than one maximum power points are
formed in the output power curve.

Conventional algorithms are trapped at the local max-
ima, when a PSC occurs. To overcome this problem,
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different global search algorithms for MPPTs are presen-
ted in the literature [1, 5, 6, 10–14]. With the easy imple-
mentation and effective global search behaviour, particle
swarm optimization (PSO) method is one of the preferred
algorithms in MPPT systems in literature [5, 10, 15, 16].
Various studies in literature are devoted to the search
of the global maximum at PSC. These studies could be
divided into two general groups; (i) modified conventi-
onal algorithms [1, 14, 17], and (ii) optimization met-
hods [5, 10–13, 16, 18, 19].

PSO is a meta-heuristic algorithm and could be as-
signed to the group of optimization methods. The PSO
algorithm was first implemented in a MPPT system by
Miyateke et al. [20]. Authors have investigated the per-
formance of the PSO algorithm under PSC and the re-
sults show that PSO is capable to carry out the global
MPP search in the PV systems power output, under PSC.

After this study, the PSO-based MPPT applications
have spread rapidly in literature. In study [19], a spe-
cific equation is determined to change the magnitude of
a voltage shift for each agent to obtain a higher perfor-
mance. Study [15] improves the PSO algorithm by using
the inverse tangent function to keep the particle speed
in a safe margin. Paper [11] adopts an adaptive inertial
weight particle swarm optimization algorithm to improve
the MPPT capability for PV systems.

In this study, original PSO algorithm is improved by
selecting the initial particle positions by gridding the PV
current range. This improvement increases the PSO se-
arch time, reduces the chatter range and accurately ca-
tches the global power maximum. These improvements
are demonstrated using the results, obtained in MAT-
LAB/Simulink, and using comparison tables, which are
given in the related sections.
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2. PV module characteristics under PSC

In a PV system, PV modules are built by series and
parallel connection of the PV cells, and similarly, a PV
array consists of PV modules, connected in series or in
parallel. In case of uniform insolation, the total maxi-
mum output power of a PV array is equal to the sum
of the maximum power values of all individual modules.
Under PSC, the power of shaded modules decreases and
the output power curve of the PV array is starting to
form different levels of maximum power points. In this
section, in order to explain the partial shade effect, first
the characteristic of the PV array model is given, and
secondly the effect of PSC is shown by simulations.

2.1. PV array model

An equivalent single-diode model of a PV cell is given
in Fig. 1. The symbols in the circuit are defined as; Iph
is PV current source; ID is diode current; ISH is parallel
resistance current, RSH represents the leakage across the
p-n junction, which is required to be as high as possible;
RS is the sum of resistances due to all components that
come in the path of current, and which is required to be
as low as possible; Icell is output current of PV cell; Vcell
is output voltage of the PV cell; G is insolation level; T
is cell temperature [21].

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a PV cell.

Icell = Iph − I0

[
exp

(
qVcell + qRSIcell

NsksTa
− 1

)

−Vcell + RSIcell
RSH

]
, (1)

where I0 is the saturation current, a is the diode factor,
ks is Boltzmann’s constant, q is electron charge and Ns
is number of cells in series. The output current of PV
module is denoted as Ipv and it depends on PV cells
connected in parallel. Similarly, the output voltage of
PV module is denoted as Vpv and it depends on PV cells
connected in series.

2.2. Effect of PSC on PV array

A scheme of PV array and a photograph of an array
under PSC are given in Fig. 2, where m is the number of
modules in each branch and n is the number of parallel

branches in the array. As shown in Fig. 2a, the modu-
les are under different level of insolation due to shading
effect.

Fig. 2. (a) The schematic model of a PV array under
PSC and (b) real PSC in a PV array.

In this paper, the PV array, simulated under PSC, is
arranged with four PV modules as follows: Pmax = 85 W;
Voc = 22.2 V; Isc = 5.45 A; Vmax = 17.2 V; Imax =
4.95 A.

Fig. 3. MATLAB simulation of a PV array under PSC.

The simulated output characteristics of the PV array
from Fig. 3, investigated under PSC, are shown in Fig. 4.
Multiple peaks, i.e, local and global maxima points, are
observed in the P − V curve due to existence of bypass
diodes.

Fig. 4. P − V curve under PSC.

3. Proposed advanced PSO method

Inspired by the flocking and schooling patterns of birds
and fish, PSO was invented by Russell C. Eberhart and
James Kennedy in 1995 [22]. Originally, these authors
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started out by developing computer software simulations
of birds flocking around food sources. They have later
realized that their model was capable of solving optimi-
zation problems.

In the last decade, PSO became one of the most useful
and popular algorithms in the literature to solve vari-
ous optimization problems. PSO is a global searching
algorithm. The optimized searching can be guided intel-
ligently through cooperation and competition among the
groups of particles. Researchers have started to use the
PSO algorithm to solve the global maximum power pro-
blem, under partial shade conditions. In this section, the
conventional PSO algorithm in MPPT applications is in-
troduced. After that the improvements in the advanced
PSO algorithm are described.

3.1. Conventional PSO algorithm in MPPT systems

PSO is an intelligent optimization algorithm. It be-
longs to a class of optimization group, known as meta-
heuristics. PSO is based on paradigm of swarm intelli-
gence and it is inspired by the social behaviour of ani-
mals, like fish and birds. In the structure of PSO, two
basic principles are used: communication and learning.
In the swarm intelligence, particles cooperate to find the
global optimum of the problem. PSO contains a popula-
tion of candidate solutions called a swarm. Every particle
of the swarm is a candidate solution to the optimization
problem. Any particle has a position in the search space
and this space is the set of all possible solutions to the
optimization problem.

Particle i has a position vector denoted by −→xi(t). In
addition to position, every particle has a velocity vec-
tor, which is denoted by −→vi (t). The velocity describes
the movement of a particle i in the sense of direction
and distance of the step size. In addition to position and
velocity, every particle has a memory of its own best solu-
tion, as denoted by personal best “Pbest i(t)” and a global
best experience among the members of swarm is denoted
by G(t). By defining these concepts, on every iteration
of PSO, velocity and position are updated according to
Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) respectively.

vi(t + 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
velocity of particle i at time k+1

= wvi(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
inertia

+ r1c1(Pbest i(t)− xi(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
cognitive component

+ r2c2(G(t)− xi(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
social component

, (2)

where w is inertia coefficient, r1, r2 coefficients are uni-
formly distributed in the range of [0, 1] and c1, c2 are
simply the acceleration coefficients.

xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1). (3)
Two factors are important in the design of PSO-based

MPPT algorithm; (i) number of particles and (ii) conver-
gence.

Number of particles is important for the functionality
of the algorithm; a large number of particles leads to slug-
gish performance. On the other hand, it should be large
enough to allow for implementation of PSO principles.

To find a trade-off, four particles are considered in this
research.

In this research, the position of the particle is the re-
ference current for MPPT. An initial value of current is
chosen, and the corresponding PV output power is ob-
served. Since the reference current value cannot accept
any value outside the interval of [0.2, 4.95], the particles
have to converge within these limits. If

P (Iref i(t + 1)) > P (Iref i(t)), (4)
where P (Iref i(t)) is previous power and P (Iref i(t+ 1)) is
new power, then

Pbest i(t) = Iref i(t + 1), (5)

G(t) = max(Iref i), i = 1, 2, ..., Np, (6)

Iref i(t + 1) = wvi(t) + r1c1(Pbest i(t)− Iref i(t))

+r2c2(G(t)− Iref i(t)). (7)
In this form algorithm can be easily implemented in a
MPPT system.

3.2. The proposed advanced PSO algorithm

PSO is a simple yet powerful algorithm for finding the
global maximum power points in MPPTs. However, in
some cases, such as rapid change in insolation or par-
tial shade conditions, conventional PSO algorithm could
cause large range chattering in power and be slow in fin-
ding the global MPP. The initialization part of particle
positions has a critical role in fixing these kinds of pro-
blems.

Author suggested an initialization method for haste-
ning the algorithm and for reduction of the chattering
range. In conventional PSO algorithm, applied in MPPT
systems, particle positions are selected randomly, howe-
ver in PV systems, the limit values of the particles are
known. Therefore, the initial positions of the particles
could be determined accurately, rather than randomly.
In this proposed method, the limit values of the particles
are linearly gridded at equal intervals and particles are
placed in these determined gridded initial positions.

First the initial particle vector of reference currents is
determined,

Initial −→x i(t) = Iref i(t) = [Iref 1, Iref 2, ..., Iref j ] ,

j = 1, 2, .., Np, (8)
where Np indicates the number of particles.

Second the limits for each particle are determined.
[ximin, ximax] were denoted for the limits of the values
of particles, which depend on the capacity of PV mo-
dule. In this case, two similar PV modules (Shell Solar
Q85) are connected in parallel. From the datasheet of
the PV modules, the limit range of each particle is deter-
mined to be between [1, 5]. Number of particles for each
PV module is selected as Np = 4 (R = Np). For gridding
the initial particle position vector Eq. (10) was used and
Fig. 5 explains how it works.
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∆xi = ximax − ximin, (9)

Initial −→x 1(t)=

[
x1min, x1min+

∆x1

R
, x1min+

2∆x1

R
,

..., x1min +
ni∆x1

R

]
, ni = 1, 2....Np. (10)

Fig. 5. Initial particle and power positions in I − P
curve and linear gridded search surface under different
PSC.

In Fig. 5, the I − P linear gridded search surface and
initial positions of each particle are illustrated, with cor-
responding power values. The PSC conditions for I1 and
I2 insolation levels in Fig. 5 are given in Table I.

TABLE I

PSC conditions for I1 and I2.

PV module No. I1 I2

PV1 600 W/m2 800 W/m2

PV2 400 W/m2 1000 W/m2

The flowchart of the proposed advanced PSO algo-
rithm is given below and the contribution to the conven-
tional PSO algorithm is shown in the highlighted box.
In this proposed flowchart, the algorithm starts with de-
termining the initial particle population size, which is
denoted as Np. After that, the initial particle locations
are determined based on Eq. (6), which grids the search
space. The other procedures are completely the same as
in the conventional PSO algorithm.

4. Simulation results

The proposed advanced PSO algorithm allows to incre-
ase the total power obtained form PV array at different
insulation levels and to reduce the chance of the algo-
rithm to be trapped at the local maxima. The results
are shown in this section.

Fig. 6. Flowchart of the advanced PSO algorithm.

Figure 7 shows the MATLAB-Simulink simulation mo-
del of the PV system used in this study. To imple-
ment the PSO algorithm, the following control parame-
ters were used in both simulation and implementation:
C1 = 0.8, C2 = 0.5.

Fig. 7. MATLAB-Simulink simulation model for the
PV system.

After the simulations of proposed PSO algorithm on
Simulink model, shown in Fig. 7, the output power curve
of the PV array is given in Fig. 8a and the particle mo-
vement under PSC is shown in Fig. 8b. Different inso-
lation conditions are applied through the simulation. In
the first scenario; PV module 1 (PV1) is under 500 W/m2

(I1) and PV module 2 (PV2) is under 600 W/m2 (I2) in-
solation level. In the second scenario, I1 = 400 W/m2,
I2 = 900 W/m2. In the last scenario, I1 = 865 W/m2,
I2 = 340 W/m2.

In Fig. 9, the performance of the advanced PSO algo-
rithm is compared with the conventional PSO algorithm
under equal PSC. PV output power curves for both algo-
rithms and maximum power curve, which indicates the
theoretical power, are shown in Fig. 9. The PV system
was exposed to the uniform insolation, with insolation
rates of PV1 = 490 W/m2 and PV2 = 860 W/m2.

A comparison table is given in Table II. The perfor-
mance of initially random particles and proposed grid-
based particles is compared using initial positions, sett-
ling time, maximum power point and chattering range.
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Fig. 8. (a) PV output power for advanced PSO algo-
rithm. (b) Particle Iref movement at different insolation
levels.

Fig. 9. PV output power curves of advanced and con-
ventional PSO algorithm.

The selection of random positions for initial particles
causes a large number of cases. Due to this, one of the
worst case scenarios is selected for comparison and is
shown in Fig. 9. As clearly shown in Fig. 9; the con-
ventional PSO algorithm is trapped at local maxima and
causes large chattering in the power.

TABLE II

Comparison table of results of PSO and advanced PSO
algorithm.

Compared value Random particles Grid particles
Initial positions [1.2 0.8 0.2 0.6] [1 2 3 4]
Settling time [s] 0.512 0.485

Maximum power [W] 73.42 76
Chattering range [W] 76 30

Fig. 10. PV output curves for grid particles and diffe-
rent random particles.

Figure 10 shows the performance of an alternative
random position, compared to the proposed grid parti-
cles at different insolation step changes. Three different
random particles are implemented in the PV system and
the results show the importance of the initial particle
positions.

As an example, if the designer unconsciously selected
randomly the initial particle position 1, the algorithm
will be trapped at the local maxima at every PSC. At
first sight, the random case 3 shows a better performance
than the grid particles. However, the chattering range in
this case is larger than for grid particles. The comparison
table for power curves from Fig. 10 and insolation rates
are given in Tables III and IV, respectively.

TABLE III

Comparison table of random particles and grid particles.

Compared
value Random 1 Random 2 Random 3

Grid
particles

Initial
positions [2 1.8 3.5 0.4] [3 2.1 1.8 1] [1.2 3.1 4 0.6] [1 2 3 4]

Maximum
power [W] 63-70-76 100-121-134 100-121-134 100-121-134

Chattering
range [W] 62.5 100 100 70

TABLE IV

Insolation rates in Fig. 10 (W/m2).

Time range 0–2.48 s 2.48–6 s 6–8 s
PV1 insolation (I1) 760 846 932
PV2 insolation (I2) 554 672 744

5. Conclusions

This paper presents an advanced PSO algorithm for
MPPT systems under PSC. The proposed method in-
volves a modification of the conventional PSO algorithm
to improve its performance. The conventional PSO al-
gorithm has some drawbacks, like trapping at the local
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maxima and large chattering power range. The propo-
sed algorithm is aimed to eliminate these drawbacks by
linear gridding the initial particle positions. Proposed
algorithm was simulated in the MATLAB environment
with various PSCs and comparison of simulation results
shows that the proposed algorithm tracks the true global
maximum point more accurately, faster and significantly
reduces the chattering range of the power.
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